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School Employees Benefits Board 
Meeting Minutes 

 
 
July 15, 2021 
Health Care Authority 
626 8th Avenue SE 
Olympia, Washington 
9:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m. 
 
The Briefing Book with the complete presentations can be found at:  
https://www.hca.wa.gov/about-hca/school-employees-benefits-board-sebb-
program/meetings-and-materials 
 
Members Present via Phone 
Lou McDermott, Chair 
Katy Henry 
Dawna Hansen-Murray 
Dan Gossett 
Terri House 
Wayne Leonard 
Alison Poulsen 
Kerry Schaefer 
Pete Cutler 
 
SEB Board Counsel 
Katy Hatfield 
 
 
Call to Order 
Lou McDermott, Chair, called the meeting to order at 9:03 a.m.  Sufficient members 
were present to allow a quorum.  Board introductions followed.  Due to COVID-19 and 
the Governor's Proclamation 20-28, today’s meeting was telephonic only.   
 

Meeting Overview and Follow Up  
Dave Iseminger, Director, Employees and Retirees Benefits (ERB) Division provided 
an overview of the agenda.   
 
Continuing our tour around the state, today we're highlighting Yakima County.  About 
9% of the total population of Yakima County is served by the PEBB and SEBB 
Programs, and an additional 43% served by the Medicaid Program.  Between PEBB, 
SEBB, and Medicaid, roughly 52% of the entire population of Yakima County is served 
by programs administered by the Health Care Authority.   
 
Unemployment, uninsured, and poverty rates are higher than the statewide average.  
Unemployment is about a percent higher at 6.6% compared to the statewide average.  

https://www.hca.wa.gov/about-hca/school-employees-benefits-board-sebb-program/meetings-and-materials
https://www.hca.wa.gov/about-hca/school-employees-benefits-board-sebb-program/meetings-and-materials
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Yakima County has about double the uninsured rate from the statewide average, with 
about 13.5% of the county residents uninsured, and the statewide poverty rate average 
is 15% and it's roughly 26% in Yakima County  
 
There's slightly lower hospital bed availability in the area compared to the state.  There 
are significantly higher preventable hospital admissions and worse cardiac incidents 
compared to the state.  I always learn something random, and for Yakima County it was 
the medical debt collection rate is double in Yakima County than what it is elsewhere in 
the state.  I think it’s important to share those types of things, even if I can't share the 
reasons why because it starts to paint a different picture.   
 
The last thing I’ll highlight is the evolving relationship between Yakima Memorial and 
Virginia Mason in recent years.  It's an ongoing activity we continually monitor to be able 
to think about access issues within that county.   
 
I want to acknowledge that our meeting is being supported physically here at Olympia 
on the traditional territory of the Coast Salish people.  This area was the primary 
portage way to and from the Puget Sound.  And these lands were shared by several 
tribes, including those we know today as Squaxin Island Tribe and the Nisqually Tribe.  
HCA honors and thanks their ancestors and leaders who have been stewards of the 
lands and waters since time immemorial.   
 
Since our last Board meeting, HCA has had a variety of questions from school districts, 
several angles in fact, related to the Long-Term Care Trust Act, and the ability for 
school districts to offer a long-term care benefit.  This touches on the discussion we had 
the past couple years about who has what authority where.  There was a piece of 
legislation passed two years ago that reestablished the guardrails.  At a high-level, if a 
district wants to offer a product that would directly compete with a product line already 
offered within the SEBB Program, it doesn't fall within the local school district’s 
authority, regardless of whether it's a slightly different flavor of a product line.  SEBB 
has a term life insurance product.  That means all life insurance is off the table from a 
local district’s authority.   
 
The most recent legislation also highlighted a variety of topical areas that one day could 
be within the benefits authority of the program if the Board acted on it.  There is a list of 
about ten different possible product lines, but unless and until the Board and HCA go 
forward, procure, and centralize purchasing for that benefit line, the districts have 
express authority to offer those products in the alternative.  Long-term care is one item 
on the list.  The question coming to HCA is there are various products authorized by the 
Office of the Insurance Commissioner.  They fall in two buckets.  One is a standalone 
long-term care product on its own.  The other is a long-term care product that will have 
a rider with some other policies.  Many times, the most frequent policy rider that's added 
to it is a life insurance product line.  We've had a variety of questions asking if districts 
are allowed to do a long-term care product with a life insurance rider.  The answer is the 
same HCA provided in the past year or two when there have been life insurance riders 
to other product lines.   
 
You may remember that sometimes with cancer insurance, or other disease specific 
insurance products, there were riders with AD&D insurance or life insurance.  As a 
result of the most recent legislation, HCA said no because there is a complete 
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prohibition on the product line, which includes riders.  Using that same precedent, HCA 
informed districts that asked the question they can offer a standalone long-term 
disability product and you can have riders, they just can't be riders that conflict with the 
product line.  This is a hot topic and I wanted to lay that out here for everyone. 
 
2022 Annual Procurement Update & Uniform Medical Plan (UMP) Benefit 

Resolution 

Lauren Johnston, SEBB Program Procurement Manager, ERB Division, provided a 
high-level summary of the 2022 benefit changes for UMP. 
 
Slide 2 – Reminder of Changes to UMP had a list of upcoming changes. 
 
Slide 3 – Reasons for Proposed Change for Uniform Medical Plan indicated why the 
change to the UMP Consumer Directed Health Plan (CDHP).  This slide was presented 
at the June 24 meeting and provides additional background information. 
 
Slides 4 & 5 – Recommended IRS Allowed Changes to UMP High Deductible, highlights 
chronic conditions, and proposed changes to the coverage.  As an example, for 
diabetes, the glucometers are now covered under medical or pharmacy.  Most of the 
continuous glucose monitors are moving under the pharmacy benefit, but specific ones 
will continue to be paid under the medical benefit.  This is the only change since this 
was presented at the June 24 meeting and the Resolution reflects that change.   
 
 
Lou McDermott: Vote – Resolution SEBB 2021-15 – UMP High Deductible 
Preventive Care 
 
Resolved that, beginning January 1, 2022, the UMP High Deductible plan will allow 
coverage to treat certain chronic conditions, those presented at the July 15, 2021 SEB 
Board Meeting, before having to meet the plan deductible.   
 
Pete Cutler moved, and Wayne Leonard seconded a motion to adopt. 
 

Voting to Approve:  9 
Voting No:  0 
 
Lou McDermott: Resolution SEBB 2021-15 passes.   
 
 
Lauren Johnston: Slide 7 – IRS Notice 19-45 Discretionary Preventive Coverages: 
Under Review for 2023.  There were questions as to whether other items could be 
covered under the IRS Notice 2019-45.  This slide includes additional chronic conditions 
and services that could be covered under the high deductible plan, all under the 
pharmacy benefit.  There wasn’t time this year to do a thorough analysis.  These will be 
under review for 2023.   
 
Slide 8 – 2022 Fully Insured Medical Plan Benefit Changes 
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Slide 9 – Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the Northwest (KPNW) Benefit Changes.  
There will be changes to naturopathy, acupuncture, massage, rehabilitation services, 
and dental services for potential transplant recipients. 
 
Slide 10 – KPNW Additional New Proposed Benefit Change.  This change was 
approved in the Oregon legislative session, putting a cap at $75 for insulin.  Ours is 
currently at $100.  Kaiser asked if we wanted to implement this change for both of their 
Oregon and Southwest Washington markets and we said yes.  This changes the out-of-
pocket maximum cap for each insulin prescription bill from $100 to $75.  It does not 
change the insulin drug tier or related tier costs where the member currently pays an 
amount below $75.  They would continue to owe the lower cost share.  This is a change 
for all Kaiser Northwest plan offerings.   
 
Slide 11 – Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Washington (KPWA/KPWO) Benefit 
Changes.  These changes include the home infusion therapy change, urine drug 
screening tests, and the removal of the annual maximum out-of-pocket limit for KP 
Washington only. 
 
Slide 12 – Premera Blue Cross Benefit Changes include adding a Quit for Life Program 
with no cost share to the member and expanding into Kittitas County.   
 
Chiropractic, Acupuncture, and Massage (CAM) Utilization Summary & Benefit 

Proposal for Uniform Medical Plan (UMP) 

Selena Davis, UMP Senior Account Manager, ERB Division and Sara Whitley, Fiscal 
Information and Data Analyst, Financial Services Division 
 
Selena Davis: Slide 2 – Motivation for Proposal.  HCA looked at increasing CAM 
therapy visit limits to address member requests while maintaining the value of these 
therapies, a predictable out-of-pocket amount, and cost neutrality.   
 
Dave Iseminger: HCA has two programs, the PEBB and SEBB Programs, each of 
them unique.  The Board doesn't have the authority to add program expenditures to 
increase the bottom line of the program.  In the PEBB Program, there is express budget 
language addressing that concept.  That language hasn’t landed in the SEBB section 
yet.  Since the beginning of the SEBB Program, we’ve discussed the importance of 
benefit swaps, not wholesale increases on the program.  While there's not the same 
exact express budget language in the SEBB Program yet, our understanding is the 
intent is the same.  It's important to stay within the overall macro budget of the program.   
 
Selena Davis: Slides 3 & 4 – Guiding Principles – CAM Benefit Adjustment shows the 
goals to allow the flexibility of utilization requested of our members.  A copay structure 
allowed us to increase the visit limits for all the CAM therapies.  Increased visits also 
maintain the value of these therapies by giving members greater access to them.  With 
the copay designed to be cost neutral, this proposal safeguards against future increase 
in costs.   
 
Slide 5 – Current SEBB UMP CAM Benefit Design shows the current benefit.  Members 
can self-refer to chiropractic and acupuncture, but they need a prescription from a 
provider for massage.  And massage remains an in-network benefit only.   
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Slide 6 – Proposed UMP CAM Benefit Design, which proposes increasing the annual 
visits to 24 for each CAM therapy and having a co-pay of $15 across all CAM therapies.   
 
Sara Whitley: Slide 7 – SEBB UMP Utilization Summary is specific to the SEBB 
population.  HCA has only one year of utilization data for the SEBB population and this 
experience was captured during the pandemic.  While we are able to provide a 
snapshot of utilization for 2020, it may not be indicative of future years when utilization 
patterns normalize.  This table gives a count of distinct utilizers of each benefit, average 
visits per distinct utilizer, utilizers at maximum benefit visit limit, and percent of utilizers 
at maximum benefit visit limit. 
 
Slides 8 – 10 – SEBB 2020 UMP Utilization provides additional detail around each of 
the three benefits in a table and a graphical representation of the information.  The 
colored row on each slide highlights members at the benefit maximum of 16 visits.   
 
Dave Iseminger: At the beginning of Sara’s comments, she highlighted there are some 
limits to the data we can capture during a pandemic.  How that analysis was done is 
interesting!  When we started the SEBB Program, there was a massive data collection 
process that helped inform the projections for building the program, so we have that 
trove of utilization data.  As Board Members have pointed out, as the stakeholders, the 
pre-SEBB world had a benefit model for CAM therapy that is very similar to what we’re 
proposing here.  It was a copayment model outside of the deductible with a treatment 
level cap, so various treatment levels.  We looked at utilization in that pre-SEBB world, 
took our historical PEBB utilization data, which is a very robust set of historical pre-
pandemic data, and used the PEBB historical data, with the utilization factor created 
from pre-SEBB data, to then create a projection for each of the programs.  Like on the 
SEBB side, it got more complicated because we were challenged.  We wanted to look 
at the utilization from 2020 but needed to be cautious about using it as the foundation 
for building this proposal.  Those are the steps we went through.  I hope that context is 
helpful.   
 
Selena Davis: Slide 11 – CAM Benefit Adjustment Proposal.  For the CAM benefit 
adjustment proposal to better meet our members’ needs, maintain the value of these 
therapies, limit our out-of-pocket costs, and maintain cost neutrality, HCA is proposing 
increasing the number of annual CAM therapy visits to 24 with a $15 copay per visit.   
 
Slides 12 – 14 – Proposed Resolution SEBB 2021-17 UMP Chiropractic, Acupuncture, 
and Massage Benefits.  This Resolution will come to the Board for action at the next 
Board meeting.   
 
Slide 15 – Next Steps.   
 
Dave Iseminger: Since the last SEB Board Meeting, we've had two PEB Board 
Meetings, and the comparable resolution was introduced and passed by the PEB Board 
yesterday.  The first clause of the resolution says both Boards have to act at the same 
time.  I wanted this Board to know the PEB Board has already completed its work on 
this topic.   
 
Pete Cutler: I very much appreciate the robust fiscal analysis and utilization analysis.  
As a Board Member, I think that's great.  Now I am curious.  Am I correct that the PEBB 
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limits for the CAM benefits, at least in the last couple years, is similar in terms of the 
numerical limits to what we currently have in SEBB? 
 
Dave Iseminger: Pete, they are similar, with one notable difference.  Chiropractic in 
PEBB, as of today, is 10 instead of 16.  Otherwise, they match. 
 
Pete Cutler: Was the utilization data at least similar in terms of the spread between the 
number of visits for the PEBB population as for SEBB in the last year? 
 
Sara Whitley: Yes.  The average visits per distinct utilizer were pretty similar.  It was a 
bit higher in the PEBB population, with chiropractic coming in around seven visits per 
distinct utilizer, but the patterns themselves remain fairly similar with chiropractic having 
the highest number of distinct utilizers in both PEBB and SEBB.  Massage came in 
second in the PEBB and SEBB populations, and the smallest distinct utilizers appear 
with the acupuncture benefit.  The count is a little different between the two populations, 
but the patterns are very similar. 
 
Pete Cutler: Great.  That adds credibility even though it was a very unusual year for 
collecting the SEBB data.  Thank you very much. 
 
Dave Iseminger: I do want to add one other important piece.  This whole presentation 
is solely about the Uniform Medical Plan, just the self-insured product offerings within 
the portfolio.  During the rate negotiation process with the fully insured carriers, HCA 
alerted them that this was being analyzed and where we might land.  None of the fully 
insured carriers indicated they wanted to propose any adjustments related to CAM 
therapies at this time.  If this Board passes the Resolution and it goes forward, there 
might be ongoing conversations with the carriers, but they were aware of this proposal.  
We focused solely on UMP, the benefit this Board has the direct benefit offering 
authority and benefit design aspects.   
 
Dual Enrollment COBRA Eligibility Resolution 

Emily Duchaine, Regulatory Analyst, Policy, Rules, and Compliance Section, ERB 
Division.  Slide 2 – SEB Board Policy Resolution.  Resolution SEBB 2021-16 – SEBB 
Continuation Coverage Eligibility for Employees’ Dependents is before you for action 
today.  It allows dependents, or the school employee on behalf of the dependent, to 
continue SEBB dental, SEBB vision, or both, on a self-pay basis for up to 36 months 
after the dependent is auto-disenrolled.  We received no stakeholder feedback.   
 
Slide 3 – RCW 41.05.740(6)(d) is for your reference as to the Board’s authority. 
 
 
Lou McDermott: Vote – Resolution SEBB 2021-16 – SEBB Continuation Coverage 
Eligibility for School Employees’ Dependents 
 
Resolved that, if a school employee’s dependent was auto-disenrolled from SEBB 
dental, SEBB vision, or both, because the school employee was auto-disenrolled from 
SEBB benefits to remain in PEBB benefits, the dependent may elect to enroll in SEBB 
dental, SEBB vision, or both.  These benefits will be provided for a maximum of 36 
months on a self-pay basis.   
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Dawna Hansen-Murray moved, and Pete Cutler seconded a motion to adopt. 
 

Voting to Approve:  9 
Voting No:  0 
 
Lou McDermott:  Resolution SEBB 2021-16 passes.   
 
 
2022 Rates Overview 

Tanya Deuel, ERB Finance Manager, Financial Services Division.  Slide 2 – Overview 
of the proposed 2022 premiums.  The next three slides will show how the Employer 
Medical Contribution (EMC) is determined and the employee contributions. 
 
Slide 4 – Employer Medical Contribution (EMC) – Sample Illustration.  The EMC is 
defined in the Collective Bargaining Agreement and is an amount equal to 85% of the 
UMP Achieve 2 bid rate.  The example on this slide shows the formula of how the 
employee contribution is determined.   
 
Slide 5 – Determining Employee Premiums – Sample Illustration, shows how it works 
for multiple plans.  First, take each of the plan bid rates for all of the plans in the 
portfolio.  In this example, there's only three.  For each of the plans, subtract the $500, 
regardless of plan selection.   
 
Slide 6 – Determining Employee Premiums by Tier – Sample Illustration.  For Plan A in 
this situation, Tier 1, there is a single subscriber.  $200 x 1 = $200 premium.  For Tier 2, 
there is a subscriber and spouse, or state registered domestic partner.  Multiply it by two 
and the $200 single tier becomes $400.  For Tier 3, subscriber and child, or children, it 
gets multiplied by 1.75, resulting in a $350 premium, and finally, Tier 4, subscriber, 
spouse, or state registered domestic partner, and child or children, multiplied by three, 
becomes a $600 premium.  That logic is the same, regardless of which plan the 
member picks.  It does not matter if the employee has one child or 10 children, the rate 
is the same regardless of how many children are enrolled in that plan.   
 
Slides 7 & 8 – Employee / Employer Premium Contributions.  These slides are sorted by 
carrier, then by plan.  As described on the previous illustrative example, the EMC in the 
middle column is the same regardless of plan selection.  This year, the EMC is $570.  
To line this slide up with the example we just walked through, start on the right, the total 
composite rate, which is generally our bid rate in most cases, subtract the EMC in the 
middle, and you get the employee contribution on the left.   
 
Slides 9 & 10 – Employee Premium Contributions, compares rates employees are 
paying today versus what the proposed rates are for 2022.  We'll look at the change in 
subscriber rate in terms of percentages and dollars, as well as an enrollment count for 
the portfolio.  Again, these are sorted by carrier.  A reminder that the EMC being 
benchmarked on the Achieve 2, like we just walked through, has implications on some 
of the employee premiums.  Due to that methodology, as certain plans have increases 
that are greater than the EMC, all of that increase is borne by our members.  For plan 
year 2022, the UMP Achieve 2 bid rate which drives the employer premium, has a 
resulting increase to the EMC of 2.7%.  For the bid rates that came in higher than that 
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2.7%, the employee who enrolls in those plans will experience that increase.  Some of 
these increases look larger percentage wise here, but some are on smaller numbers.  
When there's an increase on a smaller number, some of those percentages look large.   
 
On Slide 10, on UMP Achieve 2 you will see that it went from $98 to $101, a $3 
increase for members this year.  That's what the Employer Medical Contribution is 
benchmarked off of.   
 
Slides 11 & 12 – 2022 Proposed Employee contribution by Tier shows the rates by 
Tiers, sorted by carrier and plan.  The table shows the four Tiers, Subscriber, 
Subscriber and spouse or state registered domestic partner, Subscriber and child or 
children, and Subscriber, spouse or state registered domestic partner, and child(ren).   
 
Slide 12 also has a reminder about the tobacco and spousal surcharges.   
 
Slide 13 – Employer Contributions: Dental, Vision, Basic Life and AD&D, and Basic 
Long-Term Disability.   
 
Slide 14 – Dental Premiums.  Dental premiums are listed and are 100% paid by the 
employer for employees in the SEBB Program.  The four Tiers are shown with the 
carriers associated premiums for each Tier.  Delta Care and Willamette are both fully 
insured products, and the Uniform Dental Plan (UDP) is the self-insured dental product.  
All three are in a rate guarantee through plan year 2022, with the exception of the 
Uniform Dental Plan.  Being self-insured, the Third Party Administrator (TPA) portion of 
this rate is in a rate guarantee, but we have an adjustment on rates every year based on 
actual claims experience, which was very minimal this year.   
 
Slide 15 – Vision Premiums.  Vision premiums are shown by Tier and carrier.  These 
are 100% employer paid, as well and in a rate guarantee now through the next two 
years (through 2023).  There were no changes from the prior year.   
 
Slide 16 – Life and AD&D, and LTD Premiums.  The basic benefits for Life and AD&D 
and LTD are 100% employer funded and have no rate changes for plan year 2022.  
Supplemental life is employee-funded with no rate changes for 2022.  Supplemental 
LTD is also employee-funded but does have new rates based on the new redesign the 
Board adopted earlier in the season for the opt-out program.   
 
Slide 17 – Basic Life and AD&D and Basic Long-Term Disability shows subscriber rates 
for Life and AD&D and LTD.  These have not changed.   
 
Slides 18 – 23 are the proposed resolutions.  There is one resolution per carrier.  When 
the Board adopts the resolutions, they're adopting all of the plans within that carrier, and 
all of the underlying plan design changes shared earlier this Board season.   
 
Slide 19 – Proposed Resolution SEBB 2021-18 – KPNW Medical Premiums 
Slide 20 – Proposed Resolution SEBB 2021-19 – KPWA Medical Premiums 
Slide 21 – Proposed Resolution SEBB 2021-20 – KPWAO Medical Premiums 
Slide 22 – Proposed Resolution SEBB 2021-21 – Premera Medical Premiums 
Slide 23 – Proposed Resolution SEBB 2021-22 – UMP Medical Premiums 
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Slide 24 – Next Steps.  HCA will request action be taken by the Board at the July 22 
meeting on these premium resolutions. 
 
Benefit Update – Medical Flexible Spending Arrangement (FSA) & Dependent 

Care Assistance Program (DCAP) 

Martin Thies, Portfolio Management & Monitoring Section, ERB Division.  Slide 2 – 
Overview.  Today’s presentation provides an update on the tax-advantaged accounts 
offered to SEBB subscribers.  These benefits are authorized by the HCA’s Cafeteria 
Plan.  This presentation is informational and does not require Board action.     
 
Slide 3 – Benefit Recap.  HCA maintains an annual salary reduction plan, making it 
possible for employees to reduce their salary through payroll deductions, and thereby 
participate in these tax advantaged benefits.  For SEBB Program subscribers in 2021, 
two such benefits were available: the medical FSA, whereby employees can deduct 
from their paychecks up to $2,750 for 2021, which can be used for eligible out-of-pocket 
medical costs.  The IRS often adds a $50 COLA to this maximum election each fall.  
Secondly, the Dependent Care Assistance Program (DCAP) works the same way, but 
comes with a $5,000 annual maximum election that can be used for eligible dependent 
care expenses.  Until now, the $5,000 maximum has not changed for decades.   
 
Slide 4 – FSA/DCAP Savings.  Because the payroll deductions are pre-taxed, 
employees don't pay income tax on the amount of their annual election.  Nor do they or 
employers pay FICA taxes on these pre-tax elections.  The table on this slide is a look 
at two years’ experience with these accounts in SEBB.  The SEBB participation number 
in 2021 dropped by over 35%, which is related to the pandemic in 2020.   
 
Slide 5 – COVID -19 Impact & Response.  Over the last 15 months, the pandemic had 
an enormous impact on how, and if, we accessed health care and dependent care.  For 
a period, last year, elective surgeries were put on hold.  People stayed home and didn't 
want to venture out, and viewed health care facilities, in particular, as risky.  The 
childcare marketplace was in relative disarray with closures, lack of demand, and 
excess demand, if local centers closed their doors.  The impact was that many were 
having a hard time claiming the funds they put aside in flexible spending accounts.  
They didn't have the expenses, through no fault of their own.  The IRS responded in 
May of last year, issuing a memo allowing subscribers to initiate new accounts, and 
prospectively increase or decrease their payroll deduction within plan limits.  HCA’s 
response was to host a one-month limited open enrollment last July for members to 
take advantage of these leniencies.   
 
Slide 6 – COVID-19 Impact & Response (cont.).  With the passage of December’s 
stimulus bill, more leniencies were introduced allowing HCA to offer more opportunities 
to members as noted on this slide.  HCA is also allowing account holders to change 
their annual elections prospectively in 2021 – March, June, and September. 
The stimulus bill also increased the DCAP maximum election.  It's been $5,000 for 
decades.  The American Rescue Plan Act has for 2021 increased the DCAP election to 
$10,500 in March.  Employees with 2021 DCAP accounts can take advantage of this 
increased maximum in September, if they haven't already.  Preliminary data indicates 
SEBB DCAP annual elections increased nearly 20% from a snapshot taken in April 
before this opportunity was offered.  Congress will need to act before the end of the 
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year to make this increased election permanent, otherwise the DCAP maximum will 
revert to $5,000 in 2022.   
 
Lou McDermott: Marty, I have watched this program over the years, and to be honest, 
there haven’t been many changes.  The program has been relatively intact for a long 
period of time.  I'm happy to see the federal government and our agency provide this 
flexibility to people during the pandemic, because, obviously, many people were 
impacted financially.  From the medical perspective, this is fantastic.  I do appreciate 
this, and I appreciate that you're staying on top of it to make and monitoring it to ensure 
our members are benefiting from those changes.  So, thank you so much. 
 
Marty Thies: Thank you, Chair McDermott.  Yes, COVID impacted this benefit, in 
particular, very hard.  This benefit has been fairly steady over the years.   
 
Slide 7 – Design Changes Coming in 2022.  I'm shifting away from COVID to talk about 
upcoming changes for the 2022 plan year, which are listed on this slide.  HCA is making 
some changes to tax-advantaged accounts that are intended to make these benefits 
more attractive, and to increase participation.  First, we're introducing the limited 
purpose flexible spending arrangement.  This will be the third flexible spending 
arrangement we offer to SEBB subscribers, in addition to the medical FSA, and the 
dependent care FSA called DCAP.  The limited purpose FSA will function like the 
medical FSA, with the same minimum and maximum elections, and the same process 
from payroll deduction to claiming.  UMP High Deductible subscribers cannot enroll in a 
medical FSA, but they can enroll in a limited purpose FSA.  The IRS deems it 
compatible with a health savings account.  No one can enroll in both the medical FSA 
and the limited purpose FSA in the same year.  We think the addition of this 
arrangement will lead to more SEBB subscribers enrolling in tax-advantaged accounts, 
or at least giving them a try.   
 
Slide 8 – Selected Eligible Expenses.  This new FSA offering does come with a 
significant difference.  Unlike the medical FSA, the limited purpose FSA can be used 
only for vision and dental expenses.  As demonstrated on the table, using just a small 
selection of out-of-pocket expenses, the medical FSA covers everything the limited 
purpose FSA covers, but much more.  The UMP High Deductible subscribers who are 
looking at possibly a LASIK procedure or orthodontia next year, the limited purpose FSA 
would be a great opportunity.  Subscribers not in UMP High Deductible can, if they so 
choose, also opt to enroll in a limited purpose FSA, rather than a medical FSA, but it 
wouldn't make much sense, because the medical FSA in terms of eligible expenses is 
more versatile.   
 
Slide 9 – Lowering the Minimum Election – from $240 to $120.  The $120 minimum 
election will be the same for the medical FSA, the limited purpose FSA, and DCAP.     
 
Slide 10 – Moving to Carryover.  For 2022, HCA will change what happens to unspent 
funds at the end of each plan year.  The FSAs can have a grace period or a carryover at 
the end of each year.  The grace period gives those with unspent funds at the end of the 
plan year another 75 days to incur costs and then claim them by March 31.  The 
carryover is when some, or all, of a participants’ unspent funds can be moved to, and 
used in, the next plan year.  A plan sponsor can offer either of these, but not both.  They 
also don’t have to offer either.  Currently HCA’s FSA benefit has a grace period.     
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Slide 11 – Moving to Carryover (cont.).  For 2022, HCA will move to the carryover 
design, which does not apply to DCAP because the IRS does not allow a carryover with 
dependent care FSAs.  Carryover is seen as more participant friendly than the grace 
period, making it easier to avoid forfeitures.  The $550 maximum carryover is an IRS 
rule.  The minimum carryover amount will be the new $120 minimum election amount.  
If the member is not enrolling in a medical or limited purpose FSA for the next plan year, 
the minimum amount that can be carried over is $120.  Members will still need to pay 
attention to their enrollment and do what they can to use their funds.     
 
Slides 12 – 14 – Carryover Examples #1 - #3.    
 
Slide 15 – Carryover: Example Summary.  This table summarizes the three examples.   
 
Slide 16 – Timing of the Carryover.  The current 2021 Medical FSAs will be subject to 
the grace period at the end of 2021, as always, because last fall participants enrolled in 
an FSA with a grace period.  This fall, however, they will be enrolling in a medical FSA, 
or perhaps in a few cases, a limited purpose FSA, with a carryover to the subsequent 
year.  The first carryover will take place in January 2023.     
 
Slide 17 – Letting Subscribers Know.  HCA Communications has prepared a 
comprehensive plan to explain the benefit change and the limited purpose FSA.  This 
slide also lists other avenues for disseminating this information.   
 
Dave Iseminger: I want to highlight one thing about the benefit.  If school employees 
wonder whether their voice makes an impact, I can definitely say, in this instance, it has.  
During the inaugural open enrollment, it was all hands-on deck when it came to benefits 
fairs.  I deployed myself to a few as well.  I remember standing in a Bremerton 
community center talking to a school employee from the Central Kitsap School District 
who was really highlighting how she had loved the experience of a carryover rule.  She 
wondered why the SEBB benefit was not going to be a carryover rule.  It was one of her 
top three questions, which surprised me that it was in the top three!  As the night went 
on, a second person asked me about it, and a third person.  I was the designated 
person for answering FSA questions.  When I went to Eastern Washington, similarly, I 
had questions about the benefit design of the FSA and why it was or wasn’t a carryover 
rule.  And that, along with our Administrator, who had been nudging us to look at this as 
another modern change authorized by the IRS, is really what set the stage for what 
became the project, this presentation, and the changes for 2022.  If you're a school 
employee listening on the line, your voices do make a difference.  It definitely did with 
this particular benefit design.   
 
Lou McDermott: Marty, I appreciate the presentation today, all the information and 
work on this program.  Thank you so much.   
 
COBRA Subsidy Update 

Kat Cook, Benefit Strategy Analyst, Benefits Strategy and Design Section, ERB 
Division.  I'm the project manager for the COBRA subsidy implementation.  Slide 2 – 
What is the COBRA Subsidy?  The American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARPA) was the 
COVID relief bill passed by the federal government in March.  It created a 100% subsidy 
of the COBRA monthly premium for eligible individuals.  Essentially, the federal 
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government will pay the COBRA premiums for eligible individuals with tax credits for 
employers.  The intent was to help people who lost employer-paid health coverage 
during the COVID-19 pandemic to regain that coverage.  Benefits found on the Health 
Benefits Exchange does not disqualify them from the subsidy.  To be eligible through 
the SEBB Program, they would need to be a current or former employee of a SEBB 
Organization.   
 
Slide 3 – Subsidy Denials lists reasons why someone's application for the subsidy might 
be denied.  Denied applicants would receive a letter noting the reason for the denial and 
outlining their appeal rights.  HCA will handle the appeals, not the employers.    
 
Slide 4 – Why Would Someone’s Subsidy End?  Listed are some reasons why.  
Subsidized coverage is only available through September 30 unless Congress extends 
that deadline.  If someone no longer has access to COBRA under the subsidy, that 
does not mean their SEBB Continuation Coverage eligibility has ended.     
 
Slide 5 – 2021 COBRA Subsidy Statistics lists some statistics about the COBRA 
subsidy thus far.   
 
Slide 6 – 2021 COBRA New Enrollees.  This chart shows the newly enrolled COBRA 
individuals and those who were previously enrolled in COBRA.   
 
Slide 7 – Retro-coverage on the COBRA Subsidy.  There were two options to receive 
the SEBB Continuation Coverage extended election period which were during the 
extended election period or by choosing to enroll retroactively to the original date 
coverage was lost.  The American Rescue Plan extended the election period with one 
caveat.  In order to retro enroll, the outstanding balance must be paid by the subscriber 
in full to unlock the retro date benefit.  If they didn't pay those retro premiums, they 
would be enrolled only to the subsidy period paid by the federal government starting 
April 1, 2021.  To date, no SEBB COBRA subsidy enrollees chose to exercise this 
option.     
 
Slide 8 – Continuation Coverage Utilization Trends.  This slide includes COBRA and 
COBRA-like continuation coverage trends authorized by the Board.  Full continuation 
coverage population is slightly larger than the federally authorized COBRA population 
due to Board-related extensions on continuation coverage, like Resolution SEBB 2020-
07 discussed earlier, and others.  These trends are similar within PEBB, with a marked 
increase in continuation coverage utilization in 2021.  The only stark difference is 
subsidy uptake, which is three times higher in PEBB.     
 
Slide 9 – Next Steps shows how we plan to move forward. 
 
Dave Iseminger: Staff will prepare a retro look back on the entire process and do 
additional data review for the next Board season.   
 
Pete Cutler: Given my concerns about health care administrative costs, my reaction is 
the average administrative cost per person who actually is approved for the benefit must 
be huge.  I hope Congress doesn't continue to try these highly targeted type assistant 
programs that sound like they're helping a lot of people, but in reality, you have to spend 
a ton of money to do the administration of them and have a very small number of people 
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who actually end up benefiting.  That’s not a question, just a soapbox statement.  Thank 
you for your patience. 
 
Public Comment 
Julie Salvi, Washington Education Association.  I'll be brief today.  For the record, I 
wanted to note our support of the proposed changes that are coming in the CAM, as 
well as the FSA changes.  We do appreciate you being responsive to questions that our 
members have raised and continue to look at these issues and find ways to meet those 
needs.  Thank you.   
 
Next Meeting 
July 22, 2021 
9:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. 
 
Preview of July 22, 2021 SEB Board Meeting 
Dave Iseminger, Director, Employees and Retirees Benefits Division, provided an 
overview of potential agenda topics for the July 22, 2021 Board Meeting. 
 
   
Meeting adjourned at 10:28 a.m. 
 
 
 


